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FAU to host a workshop on Enhancing Port Resilience. MSC research
PIs from Florida Atlantic University (FAU) will be hosting a workshop on Enhancing
Port Resilience on Friday, December 2, 2016, at the FAU SeaTech Facility located in
Dania Beach, FL. MSC partners and contacts are invited to attend.
The workshop will include a broad audience of port and coastal community
stakeholders in discussions on current and developing efforts in port resiliency and
risk management studies, and modeling and simulation tools for assessing and
planning for threats and hazards to ports and their waterside and landslide
distribution capacities.
To learn more and to confirm your intent to participate, please contact Dr. Manhar
Dhanak, Professor and Director, Institute for Ocean and Systems Engineering SeaTech at dhanak@fau.edu.
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Canadian government and maritime industry representatives discuss areas of interest in MSC meeting.
MSC hosted a delegation of Canadian government and maritime industry
representatives on November 17, 2016, to discuss areas of mutual interest in
research and technology development.

MSC research PIs meet with maritime industry and
government officials from Canada to discuss areas of
interest and collaboration.

The visit was the result of contacts made at the DHS S&T Technology Showcase
held this past May in Washington, DC. Coordinated by the DHS Office of
University Programs, the Technology Showcase provided an opportunity for DHS
Centers of Excellence to discuss their research capabilities and demonstrate
their technology developments, while networking with DHS component
agencies and homeland security stakeholders. While participating in the event,
the Center demonstrated its latest developments in underwater passive
acoustic detection systems.
MSC and the Canadian delegation are exploring opportunities for collaboration
and will continue their talks early next year.

MSC holds Annual Review Meeting in Washington, DC.
Stakeholders from the U.S. Coast Guard, Customs and Border Protection and DHS
S&T Borders and Maritime Security Division joined MSC research PIs and DHS Office
of University Programs administrators for a one-day meeting to review the Center's
research projects and integrated education programs.
Dr. Hady Salloum, MSC Director and Associate Dean for Research, Stevens Institute
of Technology provided a discussion on the Center's current and proposed research
projects, and research PIs from Florida Atlantic University, University of Miami,
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Surveillance, Maritime Cybersecurity and Maritime Incident Discussion-based
Tabletop Exercises. Information regarding these research projects and details on
MSC student achievements, can be found in the MSC Year 2 Annual Report. To review a copy of the Center's annual report,
please visit: https://msc.hsuniversityprograms.org/centers-of-excellence/msc/

MSC awards ABS a Maritime Cybersecurity Research Contract.
The Maritime Security Center (MSC) is pleased to announce that ABS, a leading
provider of classification and technical services to the global marine and offshore
industries, has been awarded a research contract by the DHS Center of
Excellence for Maritime and Port Security for a two-year research program
focused on defining risk-based performance standards for maritime cyber risk
management, as well as criteria for establishing a framework for maritime cyber
policy among other areas.
The award is the result of a competitive request for proposals announced by the Center in March 2016. A press release on the ABS
Maritime Cybersecurity research award can be found in the Center Activity Spotlight section of the MSC DHS University Programs
website at: https://msc.hsuniversityprograms.org/centers-of-excellence/msc/

MSC students provide support for Port Authority of NY & NJ active
shooter response exercise. MSC and Stevens Institute of Technology students
recently provided support for a Port Authority of NY & NJ (PANYNJ) Active Shooter
Full-Scale Exercise at the Bayonne Cruise Terminal in Bayonne, NJ. The exercise was
part of the Port Authority’s ongoing series of emergency preparedness drills aimed at
enhancing the agency's response to a range of all-hazards events.
Coordinated by the PANYNJ Office of Emergency Management, the exercise included
a series of scenarios designed to test the emergency response, coordination and
communications among Port Authority Police and other local, state and Federal law
enforcement groups. Throughout the exercise, the students role-played passengers
at the terminal acting out the responses of victims in a crisis event. This is the fourth
PANYNJ full-scale exercise that MSC students and administrators have participated
in. The previous exercises have been held at the Newark Liberty International Airport
in Newark, NJ.
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MSC guest speakers provide talks on Invasive Species and Border
Security and Cybersecurity Policy and Ethics. MSC recently hosted two
guest speakers as part of the Center’s Maritime Systems Seminar Series. The
talks explored issues regarding the impacts of invasive species on the U.S.
agricultural system and ethical and legal considerations as they relate to the use
of cyber intelligence and counterintelligence.
In her talk entitled Crossing Borders: Invasive beetles find new homes and
threaten deforestation in the U.S., Dr. Helen Hull-Sanders, Post-Doc, Stevens
Institute of Technology, discussed the arrival, establishment and dispersal by the
Asian Longhorned Beetle in several states, including an area within Worcester
County, MA. Dr. Hull-Sanders discussed research findings from the Worcester
County event and how the findings can contribute to remediating other such
invasive species events. Dr. Hull-Sanders is currently conducting research in
support of Customs and Border Protection in its efforts to detect invasive
species in agricultural and food products before they enter the country.
Seminar attendees included representatives from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and members from the Stevens community.
In a separate seminar held on October 21, Dr. Eduardo Martinez, Instructor,
Security and Global Studies, American Military University, provided an engaged
discussion on the government’s use of cyber intelligence to identify and capture
potential threats against the U.S., and how such cases involving U.S. citizens
challenges one’s right to privacy under the Fourth Amendment of the Constitution. The talk entitled Cybersecurity Policy and Ethics
included case studies highlighting ethical and legal issues as they related to the USA PATRIOT Act. Seminar participants included
Stevens faculty, staff, students and invited guests.
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